Acquisition and enhanced expression of the metastatic phenotype following transfections of genomic mouse tumor DNA containing human SCLC gene sequences.
Previous primary and secondary co-transfections of genomic DNA from a metastatic human small cell lung cancer cell line into NIH/3T3 cells resulted in a murine fibrosarcoma cell line (Tx93B) that produced frequent spontaneous lung metastases in subcutaneously injected tumor-bearing nude mice. In order to transfer the acquired metastatic behavior to additional cell lines that could then be tested in syngeneic immunocompetent animals, DNA from Tx93B cells was transfected without additional neo gene into Balb/c embryo fibroblasts, which led to the isolation of a tertiary transfectant cell line (D3) of low spontaneous metastatic potential in normal Balb/c mice. Subsequent cell lines established serially from lung metastases in mice injected with D3, and metastatic descendants of D3 (all selected for the original neo marker in G-418), resulted in three generations of metastatically variant cell lines capable of causing pulmonary metastases in 11.1%, 54.6%, and 89.5%, respectively, of subcutaneously injected animals, and in 100% of normal mice injected intraperitoneally. There was no apparent ras-family oncogene participation in the metastatic behavior of either of the two DNA donor cell lines or in the metastatically variant tertiary transfectants. Gelatin zymography indicated that the secretion of gelatinolytic enzymes in vitro by the variant cell lines was inversely proportional to their metastatic capability. Human Alu repeat gene sequences detected in the metastatic variants suggested that co-transfected metastasis-associated genes present in the original human DNA donor cell may have contributed to acquisition of the metastatic phenotype by the tertiary transfectant cell lines. The increase in metastatic potential observed in successive generations of the D3-derived tumor cell lines, further suggested that selection for cells having increased metastatic capability had occurred during passage in vivo accounting for the phenotypic change. Because of their common origin and progressively metastatic nature these cell lines may prove useful in the identification of metastasis-associated genes accessible through the use of differential expression cloning strategies.